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To all (whom 2'25 may concern:

rlgures 4 and 5 are detail perspective
Be it known that l, Gnonon Tr-rorrns views of the cutting mechanism detached
Twmn‘r,‘ a citizen of the United States, and from the transfer.
a resident of Elizabeth City, in the county of
Referring to the drawings, it will be seen
Pasquotank and State of North Carolina, the invention contemplates a transfer mech
have invented certain new and useful lin

60

anism of conventional construction which as

provements in Cutters for 'l‘ransfer Rings, usual includes a transfer cup 0 having an
of which the following is a speci?cation.
integral lug c from which the pin 1) depends.
The present invention relates in general The pin p is adapted to be received in a
to knitting machines, and more particularly socket 8 provided in the bracket S which
to cutting mechanism especially adapted for is secured to any suitable support. A trans
use with the transfer mechanism of a knit fer ring 1‘ having quills 2f as usual is rotata
15

20

ting machine. '

bly received in the transfer cup U. As is well

lderetofore in this art in the manufacture
of certain articles requiring the use of the
transfer mechanism, it follows from the use
of the transfer mechanism that an undesir
able edge of the material of the article
placed upon the transfer is formed, and it is
necessary to remove this edge before the
article can be transferred. rl‘his has usually

known in the art, the quills t are adapted
to receive the fabric of the article being 70

manufactured and the undesirable edge
which it is desired to remove extends exteri

orly from the quills and lying upon the out
side surface of the transfer ring T.

The cutting mechanism for removing this

undesirable edge is designated generally at

75

been done by raveling down the undesirable M. The cutting mechanism includes a base
25

edge. Such an operation is costly in that it 10 which is provided with a slot 11 which
requires the expenditure‘ of a very consid extends from the outer end of the base and
erable time and labor on the part of the centrally thereof for a. greater portion of 08

transfer operatives.

Its length. The base 10 of the cutting mech
The object of the invention is to provide anism is adapted to be disposed against the
for the expeditious and complete removal of under side of the transfer cup C and is ad

this undesirable edge and to eliminate the
30

necessity of the operatives raveling down

justably secured thereto, preferably by
means of a bolt 12, the shank of which ex

the same; to provide a cutting mechanism tends through the slot 11 of the base 10 and
for carrying out this purpose which is so is then threaded into the transfer cup. A
associated with the transfer mechanism. as washer 13 is interposed between the head of
to in no way interfere with the placing of an the bolt 12 and the base 10 to more securely
35 article thereupon and at the same time to fasten the base in adjusted position. A body 90

be always effective to cleanly and completely portion lel is formed integral with the base

remove the undesirable edge in a minimum 10 and extends upwardly and inwardly over

time, and which is of simple and durable
construction and easy and inexpensive to
manufacture.
Other objects and advantages of the in
vention reside in certain novel features of

the base 10, so that when the cutting mech
anism is associated with the transfer mech

anism the body portion 14: extends upwardly

95

and inwardly over the transfer cup and the

transfer proper, the transfer cup C being

construction7 combination and arrangement cut away slightly for this purpose, as shown
of parts as will be hereinafter more fully at 20 in Figure 3. A cutter 15 which has a
45

described and particularly pointed out in highly sharpened knife edge 153 is secured,
the appended claims, reference being had to as at 16, to the upper end 1461 of the body
the accompanying drawings forming part portion 14. The upper end 141‘ of the body
portion is curved backwardly from the in
of this specification, and in which:

50

transfer mechanism, the associated cutting substantially vertically. The securing means
16 for the cutter proper includes a holder
mechanism being shown in perspective;

100

Figure 1 is a side clevational view of the cline of the body portion 1% so as to extend
105

Figure 2 is a bottom plan View of the or clamp plate 16a and a set screw 16b which

transfer mechanism and cutting mechanism; extends through the holder plate and is
Figure 3 is a transverse vertical sectional seated in the end 14*‘ of the body portion.
55

View, on line 3-3 of Figure 2; and

Adjacent the knife or cutter 15 the body

110
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portion 14' is cut away, as at 17, and this drawn across the table it will be severed
forms a beveled table 18, upon which the from the remainder of the fabric on the
edge is received as it is fed to the knife. A transfer ring.

discharge opening 19 for the cuttings is also

10

2. In a device of the character described, _

in combination, a transfer mechanism in
formed.
In practice, it will be noticed that the cluding a cup and a transfer ring rotatably
cutting mechanism is ?rst adjusted to the mounted in said cup and adapted to carry
character of the transfer mechanism by ad a fabric having an edge overlying the ex
justment of the slotted ‘base 10. It is then terior thereof, cutting mechanism for re

55

1'2. g‘h‘e ‘cutter or ‘knife 15 may also be ad a base, a body portion integral with the base
juste'd by operating ‘its set, screw 16 and and extending over the transfer mechanism,
adjusting its clamp plate 16'. When this said body portion being cut away at its

60

clam ed in position by tightening of the bolt moving the edge of the fabric comprising,
adjustment has ~been e?ected and it is de

15

50

sired to remove the edge, it is simply neces

upper end to provide a beveled table and

a discharge opening for the body portion,

sary to gr ' the edge and pull on the same a cutter having a highly sharpened knife
across ‘the ta le 18 and past the cutter. The edge arranged adjacent said table, whereby 65

cutter "sever‘s the edge from the remainder when the edge is grasped and drawn across
of ‘the ‘fabric on the transfer, the transfer the table it will be severed from the re
20 ring rotating to accommodate a complete re mainder of the fabric on the transfer ring.
3. In a device of the character described,
moval of the ‘edge. This operation may be

carriedout very ra idly as a simple grasp in combination with a transfer mechanism
ing ‘and pull is a1 at is necessary to including a cup and a transfer ring rota
tably mounted therein, cutting mechanism
cleanly and completely remove the edge.

‘including a base adjustably secured ‘to the
I ‘claim:
1. In 'a ‘device of the character described, transfer cup, a body portion extending from

in combination, a transfer mechanism in

said ‘base over the transfer mechanism, and

75

cluding a cup ‘and a transfer ring rotatably a cutter secured to the upper end of the
mounted in ‘said cup and adapted to carry
30 a ‘fabric having an edge overlying the ex

terior thereof, cutting mechanism for re

moving "the edge of the fabric comprising

body portion and disposed closely adjacent

said transfer ring.

'

4. In combination with transfer mecha
nism including a cup and a rotatable trans 80

‘a base provided with a slot, means for ad

fer rin

in said cup, cutting mechanism

cup including a bolt havin

with respect to the transfer ring for remov

justably clamping the base to the transfer carried {by the cup and cooperably arranged

v35

its shank ex

tending through the slot of ‘said base and ing the edge of the fabric carried by the

seated in the transfer cup and a washer in transfer mechanism upon rotation of the
terposed between the head of the bolt and transfer ring.

the base, a body portion integral with the
40

85

5. In combination with a rotatable trans

fer ring, cutting mechanism including a
anism, said body portion being cut away at cutter cooperably arranged with respect to

base and extending over the transfer mech

its upper end to provide a beveled table and the transfer ring and adapted to remove the
a discharge openin ‘for the body portion, edge of the fabric carried b ' the transfer

a cutter having a Iiighly shar ened knife ring when the edge of the fa ric is grasped

edge arran ed adjacent said tab e, means for and drawn across the cutter, the rotatable
clamping t e cutter to the body portion in transfer ring partaking of rotary motion to
cludin a clamping plate, and a set screw, accommodate this action.

where y when the edge is grasped and
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